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        Slow Cooker
        Slow Cooker Maple Glazed Ham Recipe
        

        6 hours hrs 5 minutes mins
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        Casserole
        Best Cheesy Hashbrown Potato Casserole {Funeral Potatoes} Recipe
        

        50 minutes mins
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        Salads
        5 Minute Strawberry Jello Salad Recipe
        

        5 minutes mins
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        Easter
        Easter Bunny Pudding Dirt Cake Recipe
        

        4 hours hrs 20 minutes mins
    







Find Your Next Recipe
Looking for your next recipe? Browse by popular courses!
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Dips
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6 Ingredients
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Copycat
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Tired of spending hours searching Pinterest for Dinner Recipes?
Feed your family every night – no thinking required! Sign up and get immediate access to the menu plans. Then, like clockwork, get a weekly plan with main dish, side dish, and dessert recipes PLUS a customizable shopping list right in your inbox!


 Learn More About Our Menu Plans




Instant Pot Main Dish Ideas
WE know how hard it can be to find delicious AND easy Instant Pot recipes, but that’s where this collection of pressure cooker recipes shines. With simple ingredients and easy-to-follow instructions, you’ll come back to these tried-and-true recipes again and again.
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        Instant Pot Green Chile Pork Tacos Recipe
        

        1 hour hr 40 minutes mins
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        Instant Pot Loaded Mac and Cheese Recipe
        

        30 minutes mins
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        Instant Pot BBQ Chicken Sandwiches Recipe
        

        35 minutes mins
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        Instant Pot Ground Beef Lazy Lasagna Recipe
        

        34 minutes mins
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        Instant Pot Texas Roadhouse Pot Roast Recipe
        

        2 hours hrs 15 minutes mins
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        Instant Pot No-Bean Chili with Ground Beef Recipe
        

        45 minutes mins
    



 View all Recipes



The Best Appetizers
You could say we have a passion for appetizers! You can serve up a few apps before your meal, or (as we like to do it) AS your meal. Either way, we like to have a variety of both hot and cold appetizers for our guests.
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        Baking
        Sweet Polynesian Meatballs Recipe
        

        1 hour hr 20 minutes mins
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        Baking
        Baked Creamy Chicken Taquitos Recipe
        

        30 minutes mins
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        Dips, Sauces, + Seasonings
        Instant Pot Spinach Artichoke Dip Recipe
        

        19 minutes mins
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        Hot Appetizers
        Asian Glazed Chicken Drumsticks Recipe
        

        45 minutes mins
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        Instant Pot
        Instant Pot Sweet and Sour Meatballs Recipe
        

        27 minutes mins
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        Appetizers
        Slow Cooker Honey Buffalo Meatballs Recipe
        

        4 hours hrs 10 minutes mins
    



 View more Recipes



Our Cookbooks
Looking for MORE Six Sisters’ Stuff? We have a collection of cookbooks that you’re sure to love. With Over 1,000 recipes from 10 published cookbooks, you’ll find everything you could ever want – from sweet treats to healthy eats and 6 ingredients or less to the tastiest copycat recipes around. Read more about each book below and see what some of our readers have to say about them!
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        Six Sisters’ Stuff
        Healthy Eats

        More than 100 recipes under 500 calories. Quick, easy, and delicious food you can feel good about serving to your family.
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        Six Sisters’ Stuff
        Instant Cooking

        Make Instant Pot cooking a snap with over 100 quick-and-easy recipes and a how-to guide for using this must-have essential kitchen cooking tool.
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        Six Sisters’ Stuff
        Six Ingredients

        How to master meals for any cook with any skill level. Over 100 easy recipes with incredible flavor combinations from just six ingredients or less.
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        Six Sisters’ Stuff
        Sweets & Treats

        From cakes and cupcakes and cookies to pies and brownies and ice cream, this cookbook has 100 of our best dessert recipes all in one place.
    


 View all Cookbooks



Simple Side Dishes
Need the perfect compliment to your main dish? You’ll want to try these delicious side dishes. They’re quick and easy (we wouldn’t want them any other way!) and can definitely make your meal.
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        Side Dishes
        Apple, Onion & Celery Stuffing Recipe
        

        55 minutes mins
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        Baking
        30 Minute Homemade Rolls Recipe
        

        30 minutes mins
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        Side Dishes
        Twice Baked Potato Casserole Recipe
        

        1 hour hr
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        Side Dishes
        Slow Cooker Creamed Corn Recipe
        

        4 hours hrs 5 minutes mins
    



 View more Recipes
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Slow Cooker Recipes
Our collection of tried-and-true Slow Cooker Recipes are always family-friendly, budget-friendly, and made with the most simple of ingredients. When you’ve got a busy day ahead – just throw everything in at breakfast, and it’s ready by the time you walk through the door for dinner.


 View More Recipes
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        Chicken Main Dishes
        Slow Cooker Kung Pao Chicken Recipe
        

        6 hours hrs 10 minutes mins
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        Beef Main Dishes
        Slow Cooker Beef Carnitas Recipe
        

        9 hours hrs 15 minutes mins
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        Chicken Main Dishes
        Slow Cooker Bourbon Chicken Recipe
        

        6 hours hrs 15 minutes mins
    








Our Favorite Desserts
Everyone here at Six Sisters’ Stuff was born with a major sweet tooth, and our long list of dessert recipes is a good indication of how often we enjoy them. Whether you’re looking for a tasty treat for a crowd, a single-serve delight, something light and fruity or rich and chocolatey, we have them all.
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        The Best Pumpkin Roll Recipe
        

        3 hours hrs 29 minutes mins
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        Frosted Toffee Cookies Recipe
        

        32 minutes mins
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        Easy Chocolate Cream Pie Recipe
        

        1 hour hr 30 minutes mins
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        Gingerbread Cookie Cups Recipe
        

        18 minutes mins
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        Homemade Caramels Recipe
        

        30 minutes mins
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        Chocolate Caramel Pecan Turtles Recipe
        

        21 minutes mins
    



 View more Recipes



Breakfast Ideas
Breakfast is the most important meal of the day, so why not make sure it tastes amazing? You know it’s going to be a great day when you start with one of these delicious recipes.
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        Baking
        Baked Apple Cider Donut Holes
        

        18 minutes mins
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        Baking
        Nutella Banana Bread Recipe
        

        1 hour hr
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        Freezer Meals
        Freezer Breakfast Burritos Recipe
        

        13 minutes mins
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        Savory Breakfast
        Easy Ham and Cheese Quiche Recipe
        

        55 minutes mins
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        Copycat
        Cracker Barrel Buttermilk Pancakes Copycat Recipe
        

        15 minutes mins
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        Kid-Friendly
        Brown Sugar Pecan Overnight French Toast Casserole
        

        1 hour hr
    



 View more Recipes
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Dips, Sauces, and Seasonings
We’ve put together the ultimate list of all of our best dips, sauces, and seasonings. When it comes to dips, you’ll find everything from hot and melty that will be perfect for your next tailgate, salsas that are absolutely irresistible, to fruit dips you didn’t know you needed in your life, we’ve got it all.


 View More Recipes
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        Dips, Sauces, + Seasonings
        Vegetable Dill Dip Recipe
        

        40 minutes mins
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        Copycat
        Copycat Chipotle Corn Salsa Recipe
        

        10 minutes mins
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        Dips, Sauces, + Seasonings
        Green Goddess Vegetable Dip Recipe
        

        10 minutes mins
    








Freezer-Friendly Meal Ideas
Whether you’re prepping for a baby, a surgery, or trying to plan for busy days ahead, our Freezer Meals are a great way to feel more prepared. These simple recipes are easy to throw together and kid-friendly.
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        Instant Pot Chicken Gyros Recipe
        

        2 hours hrs 20 minutes mins
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        Instant Pot Egg Roll Bowls Recipe
        

        10 minutes mins
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        Slow Cooker Chicken Fajitas Recipe
        

        6 hours hrs 10 minutes mins
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        Instant Pot BBQ Chicken Chili Recipe
        

        55 minutes mins
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        Instant Pot Mississippi Pot Roast Recipe
        

        1 hour hr 38 minutes mins
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        Slow Cooker Creamy Fiesta Chicken Recipe
        

        6 hours hrs 10 minutes mins
    



 View more Recipes



Salads
This collection of salad recipes has everything from the best potluck pastas to fresh, greens and fruits that will make your mouth water. Whether you’re looking for a great side, dessert, or a quick lunch fix – these recipes are sure to please.
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        Salads
        Layered Cobb Salad Recipe
        

        35 minutes mins
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        Salads
        Apple Cranberry Walnut Green Chopped Salad Recipe
        

        15 minutes mins
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        Pastas
        Greek Pasta Salad Recipe
        

        25 minutes mins
    



 View more Recipes

                
                    
    



Subscribe
Make 5 Freezer Meals in 30 Minutes!

Sign up for our emails and receive our FREE Freezer Meals Masterclass sent straight to your inbox!
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